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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to describe the solution .f;g/ of the equation
hf .x/jf .y/i D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2X;
where f WX ! Y , gWX !X , X;Y are inner product spaces over the same field K 2 fR;Cg.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper X;Y are Hilbert spaces over the same field K 2 fR;Cg, hji
denotes the inner product and kk the norm associated with it. We shall not distinguish
between the symbols used for X and Y , D.T / denotes the domain of the operator T .
It is known that hWX ! Y is a solution of the orthogonality equation:
hh.x/jh.y/i D hxjyi ; x;y 2X (1.1)
if and only if h is a linear isometry (see, e.g. [6, Lemma 2.1.1 and the following
Remark]).
J. Chmielin´ski [3] studied the generalized orthogonality equation
hf .x/jg.y/i D hxjyi ; x;y 2X;
with two unknown functions f;gWX ! Y . The form of solutions of the above equa-
tion was presented by R. Łukasik and P. Wo´jcik [5], R. Łukasik [4].
Also in the paper of M. M. Sadr [8] we can find the Banach-orthogonality equation
hf .x/jg.˛/i D hxj˛i ; x 2E; ˛ 2E;
where f WE! F , gWE! F , E;F are Banach spaces, F is reflexive.
In this paper we take a different approach. Instead take two different functions on
the left side of (1.1), we change only the right side of (1.1).
Now we recall some facts from the theory of adjoint operators.
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Definition 1. Let D.f / be a linear subspace of X , f WD.f /! Y be a linear
operator. Let further
D.f /D fy 2 Y W
_
´2X
^
x2D.f /
hf .x/jyi D hxj´ig:
A function f WD.f /!X is called an adjoint operator (to f ) if and only if
hf .x/jyi D ˝x ˇˇf .y/˛ ; x 2D.f /; y 2D.f /:
Remark 1 (see [1, 39]). LetD.f / be a dense linear subspace ofX , f WD.f /! Y
be a linear operator. Then the adjoint operator exists and it is unique. Moreover
D.f / is a linear subspace of Y , f  is a linear operator and
kerf  D .imf /?; cl imf D .kerf /?:
Definition 2. Let D.f / be a linear subspace of X . A linear operator f WD.f /!
Y is called bounded if and only if there exists M > 0 such that
kf .x/k M kxk ; x 2D.f /:
Remark 2 (see [1, 19]). LetD.f / be a dense linear subspace ofX , f WD.f /! Y
be a linear and bounded operator. Then f can be uniquely extended to a linear and
bounded operator on X .
Definition 3. LetD.g/ be a dense linear subspace ofX . A function gWD.g/!X
is called a symmetric operator if and only if
hg.x/jyi D hxjg.y/i ; x;y 2D.g/:
Definition 4. LetD.g/ be a dense linear subspace ofX . A function gWD.g/!X
is called a self-adjoint operator if and only if D.g/DD.g/ and g D g.
Remark 3. For bounded operators definitions of the symmetric operator and the
self-adjoint operator are equivalent.
Definition 5. LetD.g/ be a dense linear subspace ofX . A linear operator gWD.g/!
X is called positive if and only if
hg.x/jxi  0; x 2D.g/:
Theorem 1 (see [7, 104] and [2]). Let gWX ! X be a self-adjoint and positive
operator. Then there exists a unique self-adjoint and positive operator T WX ! X
such that g D T ıT .
Because every symmetric and positive operator can be extended to a self-adjoint
operator we have the following result.
Theorem 2. Let D.g/ be a dense linear subspace of X , gWD.g/! X be a sym-
metric and positive operator. Then there exists a symmetric and positive operator
hWD.h/!X such that D.g/D.h/ and g D hıh.
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Definition 6. Let D.T / be a dense linear subspace of X . A linear operator
T WD.T /! Y is called a linear isometry if and only if
kT .x/k D kxk ; x 2D.T /:
Remark 4 (see Remark 2). Let D.T / be a dense linear subspace of X . Let
T WD.T /! Y be a linear isometry. Then T can be uniquely extended to a linear
isometry from X to Y .
Remark 5. Let D.T / be a dense linear subspace of X . Let T WD.T /! Y be a
linear isometry. Then
hT .x/jT .y/i D hxjyi ; x;y 2D.T /:
We would like to divide our consideration into two cases: f , g are bounded or
unbounded. In view of Lemma 1 we do not have other cases.
2. MAIN RESULT FOR BOUNDED OPERATORS
Because the domain of a bounded operator can be extended to the whole space,
we assume in this section that operators are defined on the whole X .
First we describe properties of solutions of equation (2.1).
Theorem 3. Let f WX ! Y , gWX !X satisfy the equation
hf .x/jf .y/i D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2X: (2.1)
Then f is linear and bounded, g is a self-adjoint and positive operator, kerf D kerg.
Proof. We observe that
hg.x/jyi D hf .x/jf .y/i D hf .y/jf .x/i D hg.y/jxi D hxjg.y/i ; x;y 2X:
We have also
hg.x/jxi D hf .x/jf .x/i  0; x 2X:
Hence g is a self-adjoint and positive operator. In particular g is continuous. Since
hf .´/jf .˛xCy/  f˛ .x/ f .y/i D hg.´/j˛xCyi ˛ hg.´/jxi hg.´/jyi
D 0; x;y;´ 2X; ˛ 2 K;
then f .˛xCy/  f˛ .x/ f .y/ 2 imf ?; x;y 2X; ˛ 2K, so f is linear. We notice
that
kf .x/k2 D hf .x/jf .x/i D hg.x/jxi  kg.x/k  kxk  kgk  kxk2 ; x 2X;
which means that f is bounded.
Finally, for x 2X we have
x 2 kerg”
^
y2X
hg.x/jyi D 0”
^
y2X
hf .x/jf .y/i D 0” x 2 kerf:

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Theorem 4. Let f WX ! Y be linear and bounded. Then there exists a unique
function gWX !X such that f and g satisfy equation (2.1). Moreover g D f  ıf .
Proof. Let g D f  ıf . Hence
hf .x/jf .y/i D ˝f .f .x//ˇˇy˛D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2X:
Assume that there exists hWX !X such that
hf .x/jf .y/i D hh.x/jyi ; x;y 2X:
Hence
hg.x/ h.x/jyi D hf .x/jf .y/i hf .x/jf .y/i D 0; x;y 2X;
so hD g. 
Theorem 5. Let gWX ! X be a self-adjoint and positive operator, img be iso-
metric with some subspace of Y . Then there exists a function f WX ! Y such that f
and g satisfy equation (2.1).
Proof. Let X0 D cl img, T WX0 ! Y be a linear isometry (as an extension of a
linear isometry from img to Y ). In view of Theorem 1 there exists a self-adjoint
operator hWX ! X such that g D h2. It is easy to see that kerhD kerg D X?0 and
hence cl imhD cl img DX0. We define function f WX ! Y by the formula
f .x/D T .h.x//; x 2X:
Then
hf .x/jf .y/i D hT .h.x//jT .h.y//i D hh.x/jh.y/i
D ˝h2.x/ˇˇy˛D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2X:

In the above theorem the assumption that img is isometric with some subspace of
Y is necessary. If the space Y is too small, then this theorem does not hold, which
shows the below example.
Example 1. Let KD RD Y , X D R2, gD IdX . Suppose that there exists f WX!
Y such that (2.1) holds. Then
f .x1;x2/ f .y1;y2/D x1y1Cx2y2; x1;x2;y1;y2 2 R:
Hence
f .1;0/2 D 1;
f .0;1/2 D 1;
f .1;0/ f .0;1/D 0;
which is impossible.
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3. MAIN RESULT FOR UNBOUNDED OPERATORS
Theorem 6. LetD be a dense linear subspace ofX , f WD! Y , gWD!X satisfy
the equation
hf .x/jf .y/i D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2D: (3.1)
Then f is linear, imf  D.f /, g is a symmetric and positive operator, kerf D
kerg.
Proof. Since
hf .´/jf .˛xCy/  f˛ .x/ f .y/i D hg.´/j˛xCyi ˛ hg.´/jxi hg.´/jyi
D 0; x;y;´ 2D; ˛ 2 K;
then f .˛xCy/  f˛ .x/ f .y/ 2 imf ?; x;y 2D; ˛ 2 K, so f is linear. Hence
hg.˛xCy/ ˛g.x/ g.y/j´i D hf .˛xCy/jf .´/i ˛ hf .x/jf .´/i hf .y/jf .´/i
D 0; x;y;´ 2D; ˛ 2 K;
so g is also linear.
We observe that
hg.x/jyi D hf .x/jf .y/i D hf .y/jf .x/i D hg.y/jxi D hxjg.y/i ; x;y 2D:
We have also
hg.x/jxi D hf .x/jf .x/i  0; x 2X:
Hence g is a symmetric and positive operator.
Let ´ 2 imf . Then ´D f .y/ for some y 2D. We have
hf .x/j´i D hf .x/jf .y/i D hg.x/jyi D hxjg.y/i ; x 2D;
so ´ 2D.f /.
Finally, for x 2D we have
x 2 kerg”
^
y2X
hg.x/jyi D 0”
^
y2X
hf .x/jf .y/i D 0” x 2 kerf:

Lemma 1. Let f WD! Y , gWD!X satisfy the equation
hf .x/jf .y/i D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2D:
Then f , g are linear and f is bounded if and only if g is bounded.
Proof. In view of the previous theorem f is linear, g is symmetric, so it is also
linear.
.)/ Let f be bounded. We have
j hg.x/jyi j D jhf .x/jf .y/i j  kf .x/k  kf .y/k
 kf k2  kxk  kyk ; x;y 2D:
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Fix x 2D. Let .yn/n2N D be a sequence convergent to g.x/. Hence
kg.x/k2 D jhg.x/jg.x/i j D lim
n!1 j hg.x/jyni j  limn!1kf k
2  kxk  kynk
D kf k2  kxk  kg.x/k ;
which means that g is bounded.
.(/ Let g be bounded. We have
kf .x/k2 D hf .x/jf .x/i D hg.x/jxi  kg.x/k  kxk
 kgk  kxk2 ; x 2D;
so f is bounded. 
Theorem 7. Let D be a dense linear subspace of X , f WD ! Y be linear and
imf  D.f /. Then there exists a unique function gWD! X such that f and g
satisfy equation (3.1). Moreover g D f  ıf .
Proof. Because imf D.f /, then g D f  ıf is well-defined. Hence
hf .x/jf .y/i D ˝f .f .x//ˇˇy˛D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2D:
Assume that there exists hWD!X such that
hf .x/jf .y/i D hh.x/jyi ; x;y 2D:
Hence
hg.x/ h.x/jyi D hf .x/jf .y/i hf .x/jf .y/i D 0; x;y 2D;
so hD g. 
Theorem 8. Let D be a dense linear subspace of X , gWD! X be a symmetric
and positive operator, img be isometric with some subspace of Y . Then there exists
a function f WD! Y such that f and g satisfy equation (3.1).
Proof. Let X0 D cl img, T WX0 ! Y be a linear isometry (as an extension of a
linear isometry from img to Y ). In view of Theorem 2 there exists a symmet-
ric operator hWD.h/! X such that D  D.h/ and g D h2. It is easy to see that
clX?0 D cl kerg  cl kerh and hence cl im hD .kerh/?  .kerg/? D cl imgDX0.
We define a function f WD! Y by the formula
f .x/D T .h.x//; x 2D:
Then
hf .x/jf .y/i D hT .h.x//jT .h.y//i D hh.x/jh.y/i
D ˝h2.x/ˇˇy˛D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2D:

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The following example shows that we do not have uniqueness of f in Theorems 5
and 8.
Example 2. Let f;g;hWK3! K3 be maps given by formulas
f .x1;x2;x3/D .x2;x1;x3/; x1;x2;x3 2 K;
h.x1;x2;x3/D .x1;x3;x2/; x1;x2;x3 2 K;
g D IdK3 :
It is easy to see that f 2 D h2 D IdK3 and f  D f , h D h. Hence
hf .x/jf .y/i D hh.x/jh.y/i D hxjyi D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2 K3:
But we can also say something about the family of functions f which satisfies
equation (3.1) with the same g.
Theorem 9. LetD be a dense linear subspace ofX , f WD! Y , gWD!X satisfy
equation (3.1). Then hWD! Y satisfies the equation
hh.x/jh.y/i D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2D; (3.2)
if and only if there exists a linear isometry I W imf ! Y such that hD I ıf .
Proof. .H)/ Let hWD! Y satisfy equation (3.2). We know that f;h are linear.
We define I W imf ! Y by the formula
I.f .x//D h.x/; x 2D:
We observe that
f .x/D f .y/” x y 2 kerf ” x y 2 kerg
” x y 2 kerh” h.x/D h.y/; x;y 2D;
so I is well-defined. We have also
I. f˛ .x/Cf .y//D I.f .˛xCy//D h.˛xCy/D ˛h.x/Ch.y/
D ˛I.f .x//CI.f .y//; x;y 2D; ˛ 2 K
and
kI.f .x//k2 D kh.x/k2 D hg.x/jxi D kf .x/k2 ; x 2D:
Hence I is a linear isometry and hD I ıf .
.(H/ Let I W imf ! Y be a linear isometry, hD I ıf . Then
hh.x/jh.y/i D hI.f .x//jI.f .y//i D hf .x/jf .y/i D hg.x/jyi ; x;y 2D:

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